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SYSTEM INFORMATION
SAvER (System for Available Energy Recovery)
is an indispensable system to improve energy
efficiency and reduce emission values in today’s
fast-paced energy sources. SAvER recovers
waste heat from industrial processes and other
thermal energy flows. PLUG&PLAY, transportable and custom manufactured according to
costumer’s real context and requirements, it
can be delivered anywhere in the world.
Termogamma provides its customers with all
the expertise and know-how needed to carry
out, from the feasibility analysis and sizing
steps, up to their maintenance, the installation
of this type of systems.
Many industrial processes (and not only) produce heat as a by-product. This heat, if not
recovered or used further, is defined as WAST
HEAT. Many of these thermal fluxes still have
a high energy content that is not used, and
therefore is dispersed. This energy is already
available on the site and, if it is recovered with
appropriate technologies, it can be exploited
and used, producing a positive economic and
environmental effect.
APPLICATIONS
SAvER can be applied at the bottom of processes involving heat in order to recover the
residual energy. It can deliver either hot water/
air, chilled water/air or even electricity.
BENEFITS
SAvER delivers completely free energy to the
user, recovering already existing energy. It follows the pure concept of energy efficiency.

The heat contained in the exhaust gases of an industrial
furnace are a perfect source of FREE HEAT. Depending on
the “quality” (the temperature) of this heat, it may be
possible to obtain different useful energies:
-

Direct use of hot air for air inlet to burner pre-heating,

-

Transformation into hot water to be used in heating
and/or ACS applications,

-

Steam production,

-

Chilled water production (through absorption
chillers),

-

Electricity production (only possible with high quality
waste heat).

The image besides shows a SAvER system applied to
recover 553 kW from the exhaust gases of an industrial
furnace. Heat recovered, as hot water, has been sent to the
facilities heating system, avoiding natural gas consumption
from the boilers.
Termogamma has carefully designed for the SAvER

TM

a

Control and Monitoring System that guarantees total control
of the system, avoiding thus any kind of operational problem.

SAvER under construction in our facilities
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In this image, heat
recovered as hot
water is being
transformed into
chilled water at 7°C
through an

Depending on the “quality” (the temperature) of
absorption chiller.
this heat, it may be possible to obtain different
This chilled water
may be then used for
useful energies:
air-conditioning, or for
`` Direct use of hot air for air inlet to burner
industrial processes
pre-heating;
needed cooling. The
`` Transformation into hot water to be used inenergy recovered
avoids electricity
heating and/or ACS applications;
consumption from
`` Steam production;
actual electric
`` Chilled water production (through
chillers, thus saving
costs on the
absorption chillers);
electricity bill.
`` Electricity production (only possible with
high quality waste heat).
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